VidyoDesktop Client Ports
Clients to Portal and VidyoManager:
-TCP 80 and/or 443 (for browsing to portal; if only HTTPS is enabled on portal, 80 can be blocked but then users must manually start the URL with 'https://' as the http redirect to https would be also blocked)
-TCP 17992 (VidyoManager EMCP connect to clients and VidyoGateways (if the default is not used, could be 50000 or any other port EMCP is set for in VidyoManager config in the VidyoPortal).

Clients to VidyoRouters:
- TCP Port 17990 (SCIP) and UDP Ports 50,000 – 65,535 (RTP/sRTP/RTCP) bidirectional to the Vidyo routers
Note about UDP timeouts on firewalls: Some Firewalls have a UDP default timeout. On the Cisco PIX Firewall, for example, if the UDP timeout is not changed then the call will drop in exactly two minutes and the Vidyo client(s) would have to reconnect. If this is the case, one needs to contact the site network admin to check this setting and increase the timeout.

Clients to Vidyo Router Proxy Connections:
TCP 443 (if TCP 17990 is closed and the UDP range is closed the client needs VidyoProxy to be forced. If TCP 17990/17992 is open and UDP is closed the system will bounce the Desktop client to VidyoProxy automatically)

VidyoRouters ports (for VidyoRouter site managers or network admins)
VidyoRouter to VidyoRouter for cascading:
-TCP 17990 (VidyoRouter SCIP signaling to and from clients and gateways and between routers; or whatever port is set for SCIP in Router configs).
-UDP 50000-65535 (media between clients, gateways and/or other routers)
NOTE: for the fall back to secondary Router for the clients, these same ports must be opened between the site and the secondary backup router)

VidyoRouter(s) to/from VidyoManager (on Portal):
-TCP 17991 (RMCP signaling between each Router and VM)

Site VidyoRouter management:
TCP 80 (to manage Router)
TCP 2222 (for shell access to Router)

